This paper studies necessary and sufficient conditions for differential operators to be Fredholm on the Sobolev spaces of a complete (not necessarily compact) Riemannian manifold Ω. The conditions are formulated algebraically in terms of the nonvanishing of the operator's principal symbol on Ω (ellipticity) and its "total symbol" at infinity of Ω. The operators considered arise by taking sums of products of vector fields, all of whose covariant derivatives vanish at infinity; and the study involves C*-algebra techniques. The required technical restrictions on the curvature and topology of Ω near infinity are much weaker than those in earlier joint work with H. 0. Cordes. 0* Introduction* Let Ω be an -^-dimensional paracompact C°°-manifold with complete Riemannian metric ds 2 = g ii dx i dx i and surface measure dμ = V~gdx where g = det (£"•). Let Δ = g^V/^ the Beltrami-Laplace operator on Ω, where (g ίj ) -(g^Y 1 and V denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the Riemannian connection. Then A = (1 -A)~m is a positive-definite operator in -S^ίΦ), the bounded operators over the Hubert space $ -L\Ω, dμ). Define the iSΓth-Sobolev space Q N c £ for N = 1, 2, by requiring Λ N : £ -> $ N to be an isometric isomorphism. It was shown in [3] that C"{Ω) is dense in each !Q N . Now suppose we are given a differential operator L on Ω, of order N, such that we obtain a bounded map L: !Q N -> φ. We may ask the question when is L Fredholm (i.e., when are ker L and coker L finite-dimensional subspaces of $ N and § respectively)? If Ω is compact, Seeley [13] showed that L is Fredholm if and only if L is elliptic (i.e., the principal symbol of L never vanishes on the cosphere bundle S*Ω). For the case Ω = R n , on the other hand, ellipticity is not sufficient to imply L is Fredholm; Cordes and Herman [4] derived necessary and sufficient Fredholm criteria in terms of the "total symbol" of L.
In [4] the techniques involved considering operators LΛ N as generators of a C*-algebra 8tc«Sf(φ) which is commutative modulo the compact ideal, 3Z~. In this paper we shall attempt to generalize the results of [4] and [13] to noncompact Riemannian manifolds Ω. We shall use techniques similar to those in [4] , generating a C*-algebra Sί which is commutative modulo J%" 9 and then attempting to describe the maximal ideal space M and functions O LΛ N. Of course a precise description of M can only be made for specified Ω; but our main result, Theorem 4.1, yields a sufficient condition for L:$ N ->φ to be Fredholm, namely that the "formal algebra symbol" σ LA N never vanish on the space dP*Ω (see §4 for definitions). Thus operators such as (λ -A) N are Fredholm on the Sobolev spaces of Ω for λ > 0, whereas for X -0 we need to use weighted Sobolev spaces (see [2] and [11] ). On the other hand, ellipticity is certainly a necessary condition for L to be Fredholm (c.f. §2).
This paper summarizes the principal results of the author's Ph.D. thesis, and generalizes earlier joint work with his advisor, H. 0. Cordes, whose contributions to this research are also gratefully acknowledged.
1* The C*-algebra for singular elliptic theory* We begin by describing the (global) differential operators that we will be considering. Suppose l a is a C°°-contr a variant tensor field of degree a ^ 0 on Ω. Then in local coordinates l a has components ZJ 1 ""**, and we may define a differential operator l a F a by
for ueC™ (Ω) . (Note here and throughout this paper we employ the usual summation convention for tensor indices.) The differential operators we consider are just sums L = Σ5U ^" For any tensor field T, we shall denote its length (a function over Ω) by \T\. In order to analyze the behavior of our operators "at infinity" let us make the following definition: if / is a (complexvalued) function on 42, we shall write lim,,.^ / = M provided for any ε > 0 there is a compact set KaΩ such that \f(x) -M\ < e for all x 6 Ω\K. We shall consider the following conditions on the curvature tensor R. 
ioτ ueC~(Ω). Using the Leibniz rule for covariant derivatives, note that V = (-Ϊ)
N L + lower order termseT N . Also note that Le ZΛ(resp. Tξ) implies V e Z/^resp. Tξ). The formal adjoint has the property that for u, v e C™(Ω) we have (Lu, v) = (u, Uv) (where <, > denotes the L 2 inner product). Thus, using self-adjointness of
and ueΛ~NC^(Ω). Since both C"(Ω) and A~NC~{Ω) are dense in Q we obtain the following from Theorem 1. The proof of the first statement then follows using [A, A] 
N+1 6 JT by Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.3. Let ZΊ(λ) = AR(X)KR(X) and K 2 (X) = R(X)KR(X)A, so K^X) defines a norm continuous map from Γ\{0} to L%: Using (4.1) of [5] with s = 1 shows that K^X) = O(\X\~3 /i ). So tf, = (toi)" 1 ( VTKAX)dXe JΓ for i = 1, 2 and the lemma is proved.
The above lemma enables us to prove the following useful result. PROPOSITION 
Using the induction hypothesis, we get (i) for P + 1. In fact the induction hypothesis also yields
which together with (1.11) yields (ii) for P + 1. Finally, if L e Γf, multiplying (1.11) on the left by A and invoking the case P once more yields (iii) for P + 1. We shall call Sϊ the C*-algebra for singular elliptic theory on Ω. The reason for this is as follows. By Theorem 1.7, Sϊ/J^~ is a commutative C*-algebra; hence by the GeΓfand theory it is isometrically *-isomorphic to C(M), the algebra of continuous functions on the space M of maximal ideals in SΪ/J^Ί For A e Sί, denote the image of its coset A + 3ίΓ in C(M) by σ A . Since Sί/J^" is a C*-algebra, invertibility of A + ^f in £f(fQ)\3ίΓ is equivalent to its invertibility in 3l/J^ and hence to the nonvanishing of σ A on M. Thus a further analysis of σ A and M is desired to provide an algebraic criterion for A to be Fredholm. We turn to this question in the remaining sections. 2* Maximal ideals over finite points* Let 3ί TO c 8ί denote the algebra of multiplication operators obtained by closing A under the uniform norm. Since Sί m is a closed *-subalgebra of all bounded continuous functions on Ω, Sl w is isometrically Msomorphic to C(Ω) where Ω is some compactification of Ω. Although Ω has no simple geometrical structure, there is a continuous surjection p:M->Ω defined as the associated dual map (c.f. [12] ) for the continuous injection δί TO -> Sϋj^Γ. Thus S -p~\Ω) is the set of maximal ideals over finite points of Ω. We can completely describe this part of M and σ A . If l a is a contravariant tensor field of degree a, we shall denote by l a ζ a the function defined on cotangent vectors (x, ξ) by THEOREM 2.1. S is homeomorphic to S*Ω, the bundle of unit cospheres, under the map m -> (x 9 ξ) such that The map m -* (x, ί) is clearly 1-1. To show it is surjective onto S*i2, we use the following lemma (whose proof is immediate) to achieve local rotations of M. Applying the lemma in our case, since φ has compact support in a coordinate chart, the algebra % is generated by aeA, S u : v = 1, --,n, and JTT Choose any ζ'eS^Ω and let R = (r vμ ) be an orthogonal matrix such that £' = Rζ. )) So we need only check continuity. But the topology of M is defined so that each σ A is continuous, and since the functions (2.1) are continuous on S*Ω (with respect to the usual cosphere bundle topology) and these functions separate points of S*Ω, we must have the map m -> (a?, ξ) continuous. In a similar manner we have the inverse mapping continuous. Theorem 2.1 is analogous to the result for compact Ω proved by Seeley [13] . The proof is similar to that in [13] , except regarding the surjectivity of the correspondence: we have used associated dual maps, ideas generalized to manifolds from Herman [8] , instead of the Gohberg type estimates invoked by Seeley. In fact, it should be pointed out that the validity of Theorem 2.1 depends only on the generators of the algebra at finite points of Ω (an idea expressed more precisely in Lemma 2.2). Hence Theorem 2.1 would remain true if we were to allow generators of Sί which do not behave asymptotically like products of vector fields in D. However, to complete the analysis at hand, we must analyze the asymptotic behavior of D which we take up in the next section. , c κ such that the function \D -ΣCiD^eA vanishes at x.
Using a Gram-Schmidt type of procedure, it is not hard to verify that there exists an orthonormal basis for D at each xedΩ, and that each basis contains the same number of vector fields,
We would like to be able to extend the notion of orthonormal bases to open sets in dΩ. In order to do so we need the following condition.
Condition C. The function d:dΩ->Z+ is continuous. I.e., the dimension of D is constant on connected components of dΩ.
We may now prove the following. 
for all x e U o . Let X e C°°CR) with all derivatives bounded, | lit) | ^ 1 for all t, and where A = bΨ i9 D 2 = cΨjeD. However, if we restric our functions to the subset dP*Ω = P*Ω\T*Ω, we obtain an algebra homomorphism σ: Sί° -> C(dP*Ω) and we call OA -GA\BP*Q the formal algebra symbol of AeSl 0 . It is evident that the cosphere bundle S*Ω is homeomorphic to π"\Ω) by the map (x, ξ) -> lim^^ (a?, r£) 6 dP*Ω. Theorem 2.1 maybe interpreted as providing a continuous injection θ: S ->dP*Ω such that (4.2) σMm)) = <^(m)
for meS and operators A6Sί°. The main result of this paper extends this results as follows. If (x, ζ) is a complex covector with x e Z7 0 and | ξ | 2 = 1, then Proo/. Since N^ is a closed subset of M φf ^ = {A e Sί^: σi = 0 on JVoJ is a closed ideal of Sί^, and Sl^/^/J ^ C(JVOe). Furthermore, using JVββ c Λf^ and Lemma 4.3, Wφl^fψ is generated by α + ^^(α 6 A), + ^, and S, + ^ (v = 1, , it). Thus if we let ^T O be the C*-algebra generated by Sί m and^^, then &J^ is a commutative C*-algebra isometrically *-isomorphic to C(UJ). Also if we let 9ί$ be the C*-algebra generated by φΛ f S v (v = 0, 1, , Λ:), and ί^; then Wψl^φ is a commutative C*-algebra (with unit using (4.8) and the fact that φ == l(mod^)). In fact, since Sί^/^ is finitely generated, it has maximal ideal space Nί homeomorphic to the joint spectrum of its generators (c.f. [12] ). If we let σh % -> C(Nί) denote the symbol homomorphism, then (4.9) implies σ\ HA <; 0, and so by (4.8) , 0 ^ σ* μΛ 2 ^ 1. By (4.10) we also have Σί= 0 (^lf = 1. Thus there is an injection (4.12) Nί
where n -> (r, ζ) satisfies σ\ Λ (ri) -r and σ% u (n) = ζ». Since SIJ^ is generated by &J^?* an( l ®*4^» we can use Herman's Lemma (c.f. [8] , Theorem 1) to conclude the existence of a continuous injection i Voo -> U^ x iVL and composition with (4.12) yields a continuous injection o)φ: ^ -> Z7 TO x [0, 1] x S+ satisfying σ£(w) = α(x), σ^(^) = r, and (τ(%)? = Cv When we view N^aM (i.e., compose ω φ with the homeomorphism p~\U) ~ Pφ\U)), we obtain the map α>^ of (4.11) satisfying (i)-(iii). Condition (iv) is simply a consequence of A 2 <; A 2 -AHA.
